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Acromegaly is a neuroendocrine disorder caused by excess secretion of GH by somatotroph tumor cells.
It is often treated with somatostatin receptor (SSTR) 2 agonists, which suppress GH secretion. SOM230
is a somatostatin analogue that targets multiple SSTRs and was recently approved for patients with
treatment-resistant acromegaly. Previous reports indicate that SOM230 may function as a biased
agonist, suggesting that its ability to selectively activate SSTR-dependent signaling events may
contribute to its therapeutic efficacy. To better understand how SOM230 modulates Sstr2A function,
which is the most commonly expressed SSTR in somatotrophs, we used real-time assays to study
SOM230-dependent signaling in rat pituitary tumor cells. We observed that SOM230 suppressed cAMP
production in a Gai-dependent manner, similar to conventional Sstr2A agonists. However, it did not
cause receptor internalization as would be expected for an Sstr2A agonist. Surprisingly, SOM230 did
not cause membrane hyperpolarization, which is an important mechanism by which Sstr2a activation
suppresses intracellular calcium (Ca2+) accumulation and GH secretion. In fact, SOM230 inhibited the
ability of conventional somatostatin analogues to control membrane potential. However, SOM230 still
inhibited intracellular Ca2+ accumulation in a novel, Gbg-dependent manner. These studies show that
SOM230 exhibits strong agonist bias in regulating signaling pathways downstream of Sstr2A that
control GH secretion.
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Acromegaly is a chronic hormonal disorder caused by excess GH production by a pituitary
tumor [1]. The primary form of pharmacological treatment of acromegaly is to provide so-
matostatin receptor (SSTR) 2 agonists such as octreotide and lanreotide, which suppress GH
secretion [2]. However, only two-thirds of patients respond to treatment with these com-
pounds [3, 4]. There are five SSTR subtypes in humans, with SSTR2A and SSTR5 being the
most commonly expressed in GH-secreting pituitary tumors (95% and 85% of pituitary
adenomas, respectively) [5]. The lack of response to SSTR2A agonists is commonly thought to
be due to inactivation of SSTR2A signaling in pituitary adenomas. Thus, the pan-SSTR
agonist SOM230 (pasireotide) was developed to target other SSTRs in pituitary tumors
[4, 6, 7].

Recent reports indicate that SOM230 functions as a biased agonist toward SSTRs, which
may also contribute to its therapeutic efficacy. Biased agonists are ligands that can selec-
tively activate particular signaling events downstream of a receptor [8]. In the case of
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SOM230, it was recently shown to potently inhibit cAMP production but induce little in-
ternalization of rat Sstr2A in nonpituitary cell lines [9, 10]. This has potential therapeutic
implications because SSTR2A internalization is a mechanism that is thought to down-
regulate its ability to respond to ligands in humans. In this regard, it is unknown whether
SOM230 behaves as a biased agonist for signaling pathways that control GH secretion.

SSTRs suppress GH secretion through multiple signaling mechanisms [11]. SSTRs can
directly inhibit cAMP levels through activation of Gai, which then leads to a decrease in
spontaneous electrical activity and inhibition of the voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs)
that are necessary for GH secretion [12, 13]. Alternatively, Sstr2 activation can hyperpolarize
the cell through cAMP-independent activation of K+ channels, which then inhibit VGCCs
[12‒15]. It is not known whether SOM230 exhibits biased agonism to regulate K+ channel
activation or calcium (Ca2+) influx.

To better understand whether SOM230 selectively activates pathways controlling GH se-
cretion, we compared the effects of the natural ligand SS14 with octreotide and SOM230 on the
activation of cAMP-dependent and cAMP-independent signaling pathways in pituitary tumor
cells. We did this using innovative real-time, live-cell assays that allow for visualization of ligand
responses over an extended period. We observed that SOM230 is a cAMP-biased agonist in
pituitary tumor cells, potently suppressing cAMP production yet producing little receptor in-
ternalization. We also found that, surprisingly, SOM230 did not induce membrane hyperpo-
larization but insteadbehavedas anantagonist for this pathway.However, SOM230 still partially
inhibited intracellular Ca2+ influx, which was fractionally blocked by a G protein bg‒subunit
blocking peptide. These results demonstrate that in pituitary tumor cells, SOM230 acts distinctly
from other SS14 agonists to selectively inhibit intracellular Ca2+ accumulation without affecting
membrane depolarization.

1. Material and Methods

A. Reagents

Reagents were purchased from the following sources: DMEM and F12 medium from Lonza
(Allendale, NJ); CO2-independent media from Gibco/ThermoFisher (Waltham, MA); fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and horse serum from Atlanta Biologicals (Flowery Branch, GA);
pertussis toxin (PTX) from List Biological Laboratories Inc. (Campbell, CA); the water
soluble forskolin analogue NKH477 from Cayman Chemical Company (Ann Arbor, MI);
GloSensor 22F plasmid and FuGENE transfection reagent from Promega (Madison, WI);
and D-Luciferin from GoldBio (St. Louis, MO). Anti-HA epitope antibody was purchased
from Covance (Princeton, NJ), and goat anti-mouse secondary antibody was ordered
from KPL (Gaithersburg, MD). FLIPR Membrane Potential blue dye was purchased
from Molecular Devices (Sunnydale, CA). FLUO-8 AM calcium dye was purchased from
TEFLabs (Austin, TX), and probenecid was obtained from Tocris (Minneapolis, MN).
Geneticin (G418), poly-D-ornithine, paraformaldehyde, and BSA, Fraction V were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 2,20-Azinobis [3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid]-diammonium salt was obtained from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). Anti‒bg
peptide (MPS-Phosducin-like protein C-terminus) was obtained from Anaspec (Fremont,
CA). Somatostatin (SS14), octreotide, and H-p-Chloro-Phe-D-Cys-b-(3-pyridyl)-Ala-D-Trp-
Lys-tBu-Gly-Cys-2-Nal-NH2 trifluoroacetate salt (PRL-2915) were purchased from Bachem
California (Torrance, CA). Signifor (pasireotide diaspartate or SOM230) was produced
by Novartis Pharmaceuticals (East Hanover, NJ). The sstr1 agonist Des-AA1,2,5-[DTrp

8,
IAmp9,125ITyr11]-Cbm-SRIF (compound #27) [16], referred to as Rivier #27, was a generous
gift from Jean Rivier (Salk Institute).

B. Generation and Culture of Cell Lines

The GH4C1 rat pituitary tumor cell line was grown in F12medium supplemented with 12.5%
horse serum and 2.5% FBS. GH12C1 cells are a clone of pituitary tumor cells derived from the
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rat tumorMtT/W5 that do not endogenously express SSTRs [14]. These cells were transfected
with anHA3-tagged rat Sstr2A-pcDNA3 plasmid, and stable receptor-expressing clones were
isolated as previously described [9]. The GH12C1-HA3-rSstr2A clone #35 (GH12C1-Sstr2A)
was grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 250 mg/mL of G418. For membrane
potential and intracellular Ca2+ experiments, the medium was changed, and 24 hours later
the cells were seeded for experiments. Experiments were performed 16 to 18 hours after
plating. Stable GH12C1 cell lines expressing a cAMP biosensor were created by transfecting
the 22F GloSensor cAMP biosensor (Promega) into GH12C1-HA3-rSstr2A clone #35 cells
using FuGENE (Promega) and selecting with 200 mg/mL of hygromycin B. Clonal cell lines
were isolated by limiting dilution and were screened for biosensor activity. The selected clone
(GH12C1-HA3-rSstr2A-Glo clone #16, referred to as GH12C1-Sstr2A-Glo) wasmaintained in
DMEM plus 10% FBS, 250 mg/mL of G418, and 50 mg/mL of hygromycin B. The HEK293-
Sstr2A cell line [9] was grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS.

C. Measurement of Real-Time Changes in cAMP Using GloSensor Assays

Real-time, live-cell cAMP levels were measured using the cAMP GloSensor assay [17, 18].
GH12C1-Sstr2A-Glo cells were seeded at 100,000 cells per well in 96-well, white, clear-
bottom, non-precoated plates (Greiner Bio-One; Monroe, NC). After 24 hours, the me-
dium was aspirated and replaced with 90 mL of equilibration medium (DMEM with 10%
FBS, 10 mM of HEPES, 2% D-Luciferin). Plates were preincubated in a dark, humidi-
fied chamber at 28°C for 2 hours, and basal bioluminescence was measured using a
PolarStar Optima multiplate reader (BMG Labtech; Cary, NC) for 10 minutes, using a
1-second integration time. Subsequently, the forskolin analogue NKH477 (10 mM; Cayman
Chemical Company) without or with the appropriate somatostatin agonist was added in
10 mL of equilibration buffer. Bioluminescence was measured every 2.5 minutes for 1 hour.
Dose-response curves were calculated at 20 minutes after agonist addition. Each data
point is an average of three different wells from a single experiment. Each experiment was
repeated at least three times.

D. Measurement of Receptor Internalization

Cell surface levels of the HA3-tagged Sstr2a receptor were measured using an ELISA as
previously described [9]. GH12C1-Sstr2A cells were seeded at a density of 150,000 cells in
24-well plates or 100,000 cells in 96-well plates in DMEM containing 10% FBS without
G418 and were cultured for 48 hours. On the day of the assay, cells were washed with
PBS and equilibrated to 37°C in CO2-independent media (Gibco/ThermoFisher). Cells were
then incubated with somatostatin analogues for 30 minutes at 37°C to stimulate recep-
tor internalization. After cells were washed with ice-cold PBS and fixed with 3% para-
formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 10 minutes, cells were blocked with 1% BSA,
Fraction V (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 30 minutes and then incubated overnight at 4°C with
mouse anti-HA antibody (Covance). Cells were subsequently incubated with goat anti-
mouse secondary antibody labeled with peroxidase (KPL), and cell surface‒receptor
expression was measured by incubating for 45 to 60 minutes with 2,20-Azinobis
[3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid]-diammonium salt (Roche) (1 mg/mL diluted in
3.25 mMNa-perborate tetrahydrate, 40 mM citric acid monohydrate, 60 mMNaPO4 dibasic,
diluted in water, pH 4.4). The optical density at 405 nm was measured with an Infinite M200
Reader (Tecan Group Ltd, Männedorf, Switzerland). For antagonist experiments, cells were
pretreated with indicated concentrations of SOM230 for 5 minutes before stimulation with
SS14 in the continued presence of SOM230.

E. Measurement of Membrane Potential

Changes in membrane potential were measured using the FLIPR Membrane Potential blue
dye kit (Molecular Devices) and a FlexStation 3 microplate reader (Molecular Devices). The
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dye was reconstituted in a HEPES-buffered saline assay buffer (140 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2,
1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Twenty-four hours before
the experiment, cells were plated at a density of 150,000 cells per well in 96-well, black, clear-
bottom plates precoated with poly-D-ornithine (Sigma-Aldrich). On the day of the assay, cells
were washed with 40 mL of HEPES-buffered saline assay buffer and then incubated for
45 minutes at 37°C with membrane potential dye at 50% to 100% of the final “in-well” dye
manufacturer‒recommended concentration, depending on dye lot number and cell type. The
final 15-minute equilibration was done at 37°C in the prewarmed FlexStation 3. After
equilibration, baseline fluorescence was measured for 30 seconds before the addition of
agonists from a concentrated stock solution. Fluorescence wasmeasured for 180 seconds with
an excitation wavelength of 530 nm and an emission wavelength of 565 nm. Data were
expressed as a ratio of fluorescence intensity (F1/F0) calculated by dividing the signal at each
time point (F1) by the baseline signal (F0) measured before the addition of agonist (control).
Traces shown were calculated by subtracting control traces from agonist-treated traces [19].
Each point represents the average of three different wells. The number of replicates for each
experiment is noted in the figure legends.

F. Measurement of Intracellular Ca2+

Changes in intracellular Ca2+ were measured using the Ca2+ indicator dye FLUO-8 AM

(TefLabs) according to previously published procedures [20]. The final concentration of
FLUO-8 AM was 2 mM, and Pluronic F-127 was omitted. GH12C1-Sstr2A cells were washed
with an extracellular solution containing probenecid (ECSP; 140 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl,
1 mM MgCl, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, with 2 mM freshly added
probenecid) and then equilibrated for 50 minutes at 37°C in an ECSP buffer containing
FLUO-8 AM (2mM) and 0.1%BSA. After pre-equilibration, cells were washed and equilibrated
with ECSP buffer for an additional 15 minutes at 37°C in a prewarmed FlexStation 3. Test
compounds were added at the times shown, and changes in fluorescence were measured at an
excitation wavelength of 494 nm and an emission wavelength of 535 nm. Data were expressed
as described previously for membrane potential assays. Each point is an average of three
different wells from a single experiment. The number of replicates for each experiment is
noted in the figure legends.

G. Data Analysis

Figures show individual experiments with mean 6 SEM of three replicate wells unless
otherwise specified. Experiments shown are representative of at least two independent
experiments. Dose-response curves and half maximal effective concentration (EC50) values
were derived using the operational fit nonlinear regression analysis, with a Hill coeffi-
cient of 21 in Prism (ver. 6.0; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Two-tailed t tests and
one-way ANOVA with Dunnett correction were also calculated using Prism (ver. 6.0;
GraphPad Software).

2. Results

A. SOM230 Is a cAMP-Biased Sstr2A Ligand in Rat Pituitary Cells

SOM230 is a somatostatin analogue that was recently approved for the treatment of acro-
megaly [21], but the ability of SOM230 to stimulate Sstr2A-specific signaling events that
control GH secretion is not fully understood. Prior work has indicated that SOM230 functions
as a biased agonist for Sstr2A, as it was unable to cause full internalization of the endogenous
receptor in AR42J cells (rat exocrine pancreatic cancer cells) [10] or exogenous Sstr2A in
CHO-K1 cells [9, 10]. This raised the possibility that SOM230 may exhibit bias for signaling
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pathways directly relevant to suppression of GH secretion. However, the effects of SOM230
on these signaling pathways are unknown.

We first assessed the ability of SOM230 to inhibit cAMP production without causing
receptor internalization in rat pituitary cells, which had not been previously tested. For these
assays, we used a real-time, live-cell luminescence approach that allowed for rapid mea-
surement of cAMP accumulation without the use of phosphodiesterase inhibitors [17, 18]. Rat
pituitary GH12C1 cells expressing HA-Sstr2A were treated with the forskolin analogue
NKH477, plus or minus SOM230 or somatostatin (SS14), and cAMP levels were measured.
We observed that saturating concentrations of SOM230 or SS14 were equally effective at
inhibiting cAMP accumulation over time (Fig. 1A).

Figure 1. Characterization of pituitary tumor cell cAMP responses to SOM230 using real-time,
live-cell assays. GH12C1-Sstr2A-Glo cells were incubated in CO2-independent media with 2% D-
Luciferin for 2 hours at 28°C. Cells were stimulated with the forskolin analogue NKH477 (10 mM)
with or without varying concentrations of SS analogues, and luminescence was measured. (A)
Time course of cAMP inhibitory responses for Sstr2A agonists. SS14 (100 nM); SOM230 (1 mM).
cAMP response from SS14- and SOM230-treated samples were significantly different from that of
control (P , 0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Dunnett test). (B) Dose-response for cAMP inhibition
by the Sstr2A agonists SS14, octreotide, and SOM230. Data were fit by nonlinear regression
analysis to the operational model in GraphPad Prism, v 6.0. (C) Effect of PTX pretreatment
(16 hours, 100 ng/mL) on inhibition of cAMP production by SS14 (100 nM). (D) Effect of PTX
pretreatment on Sstr2A agonist cAMP response. SS14 (100 nM); SOM230 (1 mM). Data shown
are mean 6 SEM from three different experiments, with three replicates per group. Two-tailed
t test between control and PTX resulted in P , 0.0001 for all three treatment groups. -, no
ligand; RLU, relatve light units; SOM, SOM230; SS, somatostatin 14.
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To understand the relative potencies of each ligand, we performed dose-response ex-
periments. SOM230, SS14, and the SS14 analogue octreotide each inhibited cAMP accu-
mulation in a dose-dependent manner, with a rank order of potency of SS14 . octreotide .
SOM230. Both SS14 analogues tested were full agonists for cAMP inhibition, as expected.
The Sstr2A-specific ligand octreotide showed similar potency for cAMP inhibition as SS14
(EC50 = 0.6 nM and 0.2 nM, respectively). SOM230 was less potent for cAMP inhibition, with
an EC50 of 58 nM (Fig. 1B; Table 1). For each ligand, inhibition of cAMP accumulation was
blocked by pretreatment with PTX (100 ng/mL), indicating that these were Gai-mediated
effects (octreotide not shown) (Fig. 1C and 1D). These results demonstrate that in pituitary
tumor cells, both octreotide and SOM230 had full efficacy for cAMP inhibition and this effect
was fully inhibited by PTX.

Next, we determined whether SOM230 showed a selective receptor internalization re-
sponse in the pituitary tumor cell background, as previous studies showed that the extent of
receptor internalization after SOM230 stimulation was dependent on the cell type examined
[9, 10, 22]. We observed that both SS14 and octreotide caused maximal internalization of
Sstr2A in GH12C1 cells, whereas SOM230 was completely ineffective (Fig. 2A). SS14 was
more potent, with an EC50 threefold lower than that of octreotide (2.2 nM and 6.1 nM, re-
spectively) (Table 1). Because of the lack of internalization response with SOM230, we tested
SOM230 activity as an antagonist for receptor internalization by comparing full dose-
response curves for SS14 in the absence or presence of a 5-minute SOM230 (2 mM) pre-
treatment. Schild-plot analysis showed an 8.7-fold shift in SS14 potency for receptor
internalization after SOM230 pretreatment (Fig. 2B). Schild-plot calculations also showed an
affinity of Sstr2A for SOM230 of 243 6 63 nM. These results demonstrate that although
SOM230 binds to Sstr2A, its effect on receptor internalization isminimal. Thus, SOM230 acts
as a cAMP-biased agonist in pituitary tumor cells [23].

B. SOM230Does Not InduceMembraneHyperpolarization and Antagonizes the Effect of SS14
on Membrane Potential

We previously showed that SS14 hyperpolarizes the cell membrane and decreases in-
tracellular Ca2+ levels through a cAMP-independent mechanism to inhibit GH secretion in
GH4C1 pituitary tumor cells [11]. Using a more sensitive methodology with the FLIPR
Membrane Potential dye [19], we examined the effect of SS14 and octreotide on membrane
potential in GH4C1 cells, which express endogenous Sstr1 and Sstr2 [14]. In accordance with
previous reports [12], stimulation with SS14 (1 mM) caused a decrease in fluorescence
consistent with cellular hyperpolarization, whereas the Sstr1 agonist Rivier #27 was largely
ineffective. The Sstr2A-specific agonist octreotide produced a hyperpolarization response
equivalent to that of SS14. Concomitant addition of octreotide and Rivier #27 had the same

Table 1. Analogue Potencies and Maximum Effect Values for Sstr2A Signaling Pathways

Agonist

cAMP Internalization Hyperpolarization Intracellular Ca2+

EC50 (nM) Emax n EC50 (nM) Emax n EC50 (nM) Emax n Emax n

SS14 0.2 6 0.02 100% 3 2.2 6 0.5 100% 6 3.4 6 1.8 100% 4 100% 6
Octreotide 0.6 6 0.1 100% 3 6.1 6 0.8 100% 3 0.7 6 0.06 107% 6 6% 4 90% 6 6% 3
SOM230 58.0 6 7.0 100% 2 .10,000 5% 6 3% 3 .10,000 5% 6 4% 4 46% 6 8% 6

Potencies and Emax values for Sstr2A-regulated signaling pathways were measured as described in Fig. 1 (cAMP
inhibition), Fig. 2 (Sstr2A internalization), or Fig. 5 (membrane hyperpolarization). Potencies (EC50 values) were
calculated using operational model nonlinear curve fitting on GraphPad Prism v 6.0. For cAMP inhibition and
internalization, Emax was calculated from dose-response curves. For hyperpolarization and intracellular Ca2+, data
were first expressed as the ratio of fluorescence intensities, and then the Emax was calculated from this ratio using
SS14 values as a normalization control.
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effect as SS14 alone (104%6 10%) (Fig. 3A). Addition of the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-
2915 (1 mM) eliminated most of the hyperpolarization response produced by SS14 (1 mM),
indicating that effects on membrane potential were Sstr2A specific (Fig. 3B). The hyper-
polarization effect was also abolished by PTX pretreatment (100 ng/mL), indicating a Gai-
specific effect (Fig. 3C). These results demonstrated that somatostatin analogues induce

Figure 2. SOM230 did not induce Sstr2A internalization in pituitary tumor cells. GH12C1-
Sstr2A cells were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes with varying concentrations of SS14 or
SS analogues. Cell surface receptor was measured by ELISA and expressed as a percentage
of the levels in untreated cells. (A) Cell-surface receptor levels after stimulation with varying
concentrations of Sstr2A analogues (SS14, octreotide, and SOM230). Nonlinear regression
analysis was performed using the operational model in GraphPad Prism, v 6.0. (B) Shift in
dose-response curve for SS14 stimulation after an SOM230 pretreatment (2 mM, 5 minutes).
SOM230 (2 mM) was kept in the wells throughout the entire experiment. Data are expressed
as the mean 6 SEM from four different experiments. Each experiment contained three
replicates per group. Curve fitting was performed using Gaddum/Schild‒plot analysis in
GraphPad Prism, v 6.0. SS, somatostatin 14.

Figure 3. Characterization of the hyperpolarization response to Sstr2A analogues in GH4C1
cells. GH4C1 cells were incubated with FLIPR Membrane Potential dye for 30 minutes and
then stimulated with SS14 or SS analogues. Changes in membrane potential were measured
by fluorescence. (A) Hyperpolarization responses to SS14 (100 nM), Rivier #27 (100 nM),
octreotide (100 nM), and Rivier #27 (100 nM) + Octreotide (100 nM). Hyperpolarization
response from treatment groups was significantly different from that of control (P , 0.0001;
one-way ANOVA, Dunnett test). (B) Hyperpolarization response to SS14 (100 nM) 6 PRL-
2915 (100 nM). Cells were pretreated with Sstr2A-specific antagonist (PRL-2915) for 15
minutes before addition of SS14. SS14-induced response was significantly different from that
of PRL-2915‒pretreated group (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). (C) Hyperpolarization response
to SS14 (100 nM) without or with PTX pretreatment (100 ng/mL, 16 to 18 hours). SS14-
induced response was significantly different from that of PTX-pretreated group (P , 0.0001;
two-tailed t test). Data are expressed as the ratio of fluorescence intensity (F1/F0) and are
representative of (A) four or (B and C) two different experiments. Each experiment had three
replicates per group. Black arrows indicate the addition of agonists 30 seconds after
beginning of readout. SS, somatostatin 14.
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membrane hyperpolarization and that the response is PTX sensitive. Further, it shows that
in GH4C1 cells, Sstr1 activation does not induce hyperpolarization.

However, the presence of endogenous Sstr1 in GH4C1 cells raised the possibility of Sstr1/
Sstr2A heterodimer formations and their subsequent effects upon ligand-binding affinity,
receptor trafficking and desensitization, and signal transduction [24]. Therefore, we de-
termined whether agonist effects on membrane potential could be reproduced on an Sstr2A-
specific pituitary tumor cell background. For these experiments, we used GH12C1 cells,
which are a clone of GH4C1 cells that do not express endogenous SSTRs, as well as GH12C1
cells stably expressing rat Sstr2A. We observed that only the cells expressing Sstr2A showed
an effect on membrane potential (Fig. 4A). In this cell model, the hyperpolarization response
to SS14 (1 mM) was abolished by a 15-minute pretreatment with the Sstr2A antagonist PRL-
2915 (1 mM) (Fig. 4B) and by an overnight pretreatment with PTX (100 ng/mL) (Fig. 4C).
These data support the notion that the hyperpolarization response observed in GH4C1 cells
was due to Sstr2A activation.

Next, we tested whether SOM230 treatment affected membrane potential. Stimulation
with SS14 causedmaximal hyperpolarization, as expected, with a potency of 3.4 nM (Fig. 5A
and 5B; Table 1). Octreotide also showed a maximal effect, similar to SS14 (107% 6 6%)
(Fig. 5A). However, SOM230 showed no effect on membrane potential (5% 6 4%) (Fig. 5A
and 5B). This surprising result was also found when GH4C1 cells, which express endog-
enous Sstr2A, were treated with SOM230 (Fig. 5C). Because SOM230 clearly bound to
Sstr2A, we wanted to directly test whether it behaved as an antagonist for membrane
hyperpolarization. Therefore, we treated GH12C1-Sstr2A cells with 2 mM of SOM230 for 15
minutes and then stimulated with amaximal concentration of SS14 (100 nM). Cells without
SOM230 pretreatment showed a hyperpolarization response, whereas the presence of
SOM230 blocked SS14-induced hyperpolarization (Fig. 5D). The effect of SOM230 on cell

Figure 4. Sstr2A-specific stimulation with SS14 caused hyperpolarization by a PTX-
sensitive mechanism. Parental GH12C1 cells or GH12C1-Sstr2A cells were incubated with
FLIPR Membrane Potential dye for 30 minutes and then stimulated with SS14 (1 mM).
Changes in membrane potential were measured by fluorescence. (A) Hyperpolarization
response to SS14 (1 mM) in GH12C1-Sstr2A cells and parental GH12C1 cells, which lack
endogenous Sstr2A. Responses in each cell line were significantly different (P , 0.001; two-
tailed t test). (B) Hyperpolarization response to SS14 (1 mM) compared with SS14 (1 mM) +
PRL-2915 (1 mM). Cells were pretreated with the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-2915 at
15 minutes before the addition of SS14. Responses in PRL-2915‒treated cells were significantly
different from that of control (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). (C) Effect of PTX pretreatment
on membrane potential. Cells were stimulated with SS14 (1 mM) with or without pretreatment
with PTX (100 ng/mL, 16 to 18 hours). Response from PTX-treated cells was significantly
different from that of control (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). Data are expressed as the ratio of
fluorescence intensity (F1/F0) and are averaged from two different experiments. Each experiment
had three replicates per group. Black arrows indicate the addition of agonists, 30 seconds after
beginning of readout.
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Figure 5. SOM230 stimulation of Sstr2A did not hyperpolarize pituitary tumor cells.
GH12C1-Sstr2A cells were incubated with FLIPR Membrane Potential dye for 30 minutes
and then stimulated with saturating concentrations of Sstr2A agonists. (A) Hyperpolarization
response to SS14 (100 nM), octreotide (100 nM), and SOM230 (1 mM). Only the SOM230-
treated sample was significantly different from the SS14-treated control (P , 0.0001; one-
way ANOVA, Dunnett test). (B) Hyperpolarization dose-response to SS14 at point of maximal
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hyperpolarization was similar to the effect of the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-2915 (Fig.
5E). These results demonstrate that SOM230 does not induce membrane hyperpolariza-
tion, but rather antagonizes the effect of SS14.

C. SOM230 Inhibited Intracellular Ca2+ Accumulation via Sstr2A

The underlying mechanism for the inhibitory effect of SS14 on prolactin and GH secretion
is due to a reduction in intracellular Ca2+ levels within the cell [12, 13]. In GH4C1 cells,
this Ca2+ response is mediated by L-type VGCCs [25]. Because intracellular Ca2+ levels
directly regulate hormone secretion, we tested the effect of Sstr2A agonists on in-
tracellular Ca2+ in pituitary tumor cells. We incubated GH12C1-Sstr2A cells with the
fluorescent Ca2+-binding dye FLOU-8-AM and then stimulated with saturating concen-
trations of either SS14 (100 nM), octreotide (100 nM), or SOM230 (1 mM). We observed
that stimulation with octreotide (100 nM) was nearly as effective as stimulation with SS14
in this assay (90% 6 6%) (Fig. 6A). Surprisingly, SOM230 (1 mM) treatment also reduced
intracellular Ca2+ levels, producing a decrease of approximately 46% 6 8%, compared
with SS14 (Fig. 6A; Table 1). As expected, the effect of SS14 on intracellular Ca2+ levels in
GH12C1-Sstr2A cells was PTX dependent (Fig. 6B) [25]. It was also blocked by pre-
treatment with the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-2915 (100 nM) (Fig. 6C). Importantly,
PTX (100 ng/mL) pretreatment also blocked the decrease in intracellular Ca2+ caused by
SOM230 stimulation (1 mM) (Fig. 6D). These results demonstrate that although SOM230
does not cause membrane depolarization, it still inhibits intracellular Ca2+ accumulation
in pituitary tumor cells.

D. G-Protein bg Subunits Partially Regulated Sstr2A Agonist‒Induced Inhibition of
Intracellular Ca2+ Levels

The G protein bg subunits are known to directly inhibit VGCCs after activation of Gai or
Gao [26]. They can also directly activate inward-rectifying potassium channels, which also
block VGCC activation [27]. To determine whether the Gbg subunits played a role in the
response to SS14 stimulation in pituitary tumor cells, we pretreated GH12C1-Sstr2A cells
with anti-bg MPS-Phos, which is a membrane-permeable peptide derived from the
C-terminal residues of phosducin-like protein. This peptide functions as a universal in-
hibitor of free Gbg subunits through direct binding [28, 29]. As shown in Fig. 7A,
pretreatment with MPS-Phos (1 mM) did not inhibit SS14-stimulated membrane hyper-
polarization. This was also true for the cAMP response after agonist stimulation (Fig. 7B).
The lack of effect of MPS-Phos was not due to an inability to inhibit Gbg, as it abolished the
SS14-induced intracellular Ca2+ response in HEK293-Sstr2A cells (Fig. 7C) [30]. We then
tested the effect of anti-bg peptide pretreatment on Ca2+ responses. Cells treated with SS14
(100 nM) showed a transient decrease in intracellular Ca2+ levels that reached steady state
shortly after stimulation. Pretreatment with 1 mM of anti-bg peptide reduced the maximal

effect in GH12C1-Sstr2A cells. (C) Membrane hyperpolarization in GH4C1 cells after
stimulation with SS14 (100 nM), octreotide (100 nM), or SOM230 (1 mM). Both SS14-treated
and octreotide-treated samples were significantly different from SOM230-treated cells (P ,
0.0001; one-way ANOVA, Dunnett test). (D) Hyperpolarization response in GH12C1-Sstr2A
cells to SS14 (100 nM), SOM230 (1 mM), and SS14 (100 nM) with a 15-minute pretreatment
of SOM230 (1 mM). Both SOM230-treated and pretreated samples were significantly different
from the SS14-treated control (P , 0.001; one-way ANOVA, Dunnett test). (E) Maximum
hyperpolarization responses in GH12C1-Sstr2A cells to SS14 (100 nM) with or without
pretreatment with SOM230 (2 mM) or the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-2915 (100 nM).
Data are expressed as the ratio of fluorescence intensity (F1/F0). Nonlinear regression
analysis was performed using the operational model in GraphPad Prism, v 6.0. Black arrows
indicate the addition of agonists. Data are mean 6 SEM from three to five different
experiments, three replicates per group in each experiment. 1, ligand added; -, no ligand.
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effect of SS14 on intracellular Ca2+ to approximately 70% of the control response (Fig. 7D).
When cells were stimulated with SOM230 (1 mM), pretreatment with 1 mM of anti-bg
peptide also decreased the agonist effect on intracellular Ca2+ by approximately 80% (Fig.
7E). These data show that in this pituitary tumor cell model, Gbg did not directly affect
Sstr2A-mediated hyperpolarization or cAMP responses but did play a role in regulating Ca2+

responses to both SS14 and SOM230.

Figure 6. Sstr2A agonists selectively decreased intracellular Ca2+ through PTX-sensitive G
proteins. GH12C1-Sstr2A cells were incubated with FLUO-8-AM dye (2 mM) for 45 minutes,
washed, and then stimulated with Sstr2A agonists. Changes in intracellular Ca2+ levels were
measured by fluorescence. (A) Intracellular Ca2+ levels after stimulation with SS14 (100 nM),
octreotide (100 nM), or SOM230 (1 mM). Both octreotide-treated and SOM230-treated
samples were significantly different from SS14-control (P , 0.0001; one-way ANOVA,
Dunnett test). (B) Intracellular Ca2+ response to SS14 (100 nM) was blocked by PTX
pretreatment (100 ng/mL, 16 to 18 hours). The effect of PTX was significant (P , 0.0001;
two-tailed t test). (C) Intracellular Ca2+ response to SS14 (100 nM) was blocked by
pretreatment with the Sstr2A-specific antagonist PRL-2915 (100 nM) for 15 minutes, 37°C
(P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). (D) PTX pretreatment (100 ng/mL, 16 to 18 hours) blocked
intracellular Ca2+ response to SOM230 (1 mM). The effect of PTX was significant (P ,
0.0001; two-tailed t test). Data are expressed as a ratio of fluorescence intensity (F1/F0). Data
shown are mean 6 SEM from three independent experiments, three replicates per group per
experiment. Black arrows indicate the addition of agonists 30 seconds after beginning of
readout.
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Figure 7. Effect of anti-Gbg‒binding peptide on SS analogue signaling. Cells were incubated
with (A) membrane potential dye, (B) cAMP GloSensor luciferin, or (C–E) intracellular Ca2+

dye in the presence or absence of the G protein bg subunit peptide blocker MPS-phosducin-
like protein C-terminus (MPS-Phos, 1 mM). Cells were pretreated with MPS-Phos for 15
minutes at 28°C for cAMP GloSensor experiments or for 15 minutes at 37°C for the other
experiments. (A) Hyperpolarization responses after simulation with SS14 (100 nM) or SS14
(100 nM) + MPS-Phos (1 mM). Treatment groups were not significantly different (P = 0.5;
two-tailed t test). (B) Inhibition of NKH477 (10 mM) stimulated cAMP production by SS14
(100 nM) or SOM230 (1 mM) in the absence or presence of MPS-Phos (1 mM). Response of
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3. Discussion

In the current study, we used real-time, live-cell assays to demonstrate that SOM230
exhibited agonist bias in regulating signaling pathways downstream of SSTR2A. These
pathways, both cAMP dependent and cAMP independent, ultimately inhibited secretion of
GH [12]. SOM230 functional selectivity at Sstr2A was previously demonstrated in non-
pituitary cell lines, where SOM230 potently inhibited cAMP production but had no effect on
receptor internalization [9, 10]. However, acromegaly is a disease of the pituitary, and we
sought to confirm whether SOM230 behaved similarly in a pituitary tumor cell background
[14]. Our results showed that SOM230 was indeed biased toward cAMP inhibition over
receptor internalization in pituitary tumor cells. Although the potencies observed in these
cells were lower than with nonpituitary tumor models, the rank order of potency for all
compounds tested remained the same. Using pretreatment with PTX, we were also able to
confirm that the Sstr2A response in pituitary tumor cells is mediated through the Gai/o
heterotrimeric G proteins.

SSTRs have been shown to inhibit GH secretion through two distinct signaling mecha-
nisms. Somatostatin agonists can directly inhibit cAMP levels within the cell through ac-
tivation of Gai [12, 13]. This leads to a decrease of GH release in pituitary tumors through
modulation of ion channel activities, including the hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic
nucleotide‒regulated channels, which ultimately leads to a decrease in spontaneous elec-
trical activity and inhibition of VGCCs [31]. An alternative mechanism, which is cAMP
independent, involves direct activation of plasma membrane potassium channels, which
causes cellular hyperpolarization. This in turn deactivates VGCCs, thereby preventing an
increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentrations normally required for GH release [25, 31, 32].
Our results show that unlike SS14 or octreotide, SOM230 stimulated the Sstr2A receptor but
did not hyperpolarize the cell, thus demonstrating agonist bias for downstream signaling. It
is noteworthy that this signaling bias may not be conserved among Sstr subtypes, as the
mouse pituitary cell line AtT-20 showed a strong Sstr5-mediated hyperpolarization response
to SOM230 [33]. Because SOM230 did not stimulate membrane hyperpolarization in Sstr2A-
expressing cells, we were surprised to observe that it still partially decreased intracellular
Ca2+ levels in a Gbg-dependent manner. This may be due to the fact that the activities of
VGCCs have been regulated by interaction with Gbg [12, 26, 34, 35].

In summary, we have demonstrated that SOM230 behaves as a biased agonist of Sstr2A in
rat pituitary tumor cells. Namely, it inhibited cAMP production but failed to induce sig-
nificant receptor internalization.We have also shown that SOM230 did not stimulate cellular
hyperpolarization. However, it still partially reduced intracellular Ca2+ levels, indicating
that it preserves both putative mechanisms for inhibiting GH secretion in pituitary tumors.
Because SOM230 did not induce Sstr2A internalization, it exhibited a signaling bias that
would, in theory, be desirable for treating GH-secreting pituitary tumors. In the future, it
will be interesting to assess whether other Sstr2A-biased agonists being considered as

MPS-Phos‒treated groups was not significantly different from that of nontreated groups
(two-tailed t test). (C) HEK293-Sstr2A cells were incubated with the FLUO-8 AM dye for
45 minutes, washed, and then incubated with the anti-bg peptide MPS-Phos (2 mM) for
15 minutes. Cells were then treated with saturating concentrations of SS14 (100 nM). The
effect of MPS-Phos was significant (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). Data are mean 6 SEM
from two different experiments, three replicates per group per experiment. (D) Intracellular
Ca2+ levels after stimulation with SS14 (100 nM) or SS14 (100 nM) + MPS-Phos (1 mM). The
effect of MPS-Phos was significant (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). (E) Intracellular Ca2+

levels after stimulation with SOM230 (1 mM) or SOM230 (1 mM) + MPS-Phos (1 mM). The
effect of MPS-Phos was significant (P , 0.0001; two-tailed t test). Data are expressed as
a ratio of fluorescence intensity (F1/F0). (A, B, D, and E) Data show the mean 6 SEM from
three independent experiments, three replicates per group per experiment. Black arrows
indicate the addition of agonists 30 seconds after the start of the experiment. -, no ligand;
SOM, SOM230; SS, somatostatin 14.
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therapeutic options for treatment-resistant acromegaly conserve these desirable features. It
will also be important to assess the relative importance of cAMP-dependent and cAMP-
independent signaling pathways in controlling GH secretion.
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